Small-scale flight test concepts are also found in Chato. 47 Some of the more well known are CFMF 51a
shuttle payload bay experiment similar to SHOOT, and NASA/TM--2000-210476
COLD-SAT 5's4 alarge freeflyingsatellite experiment in support oftheSEI initiative. Theauthor's concepts forasmall sounding rocket experiment ofmore limited scope arefound inreference 55.Unfortunately none of theconcepts have progressed beyond thecritical system design and noflight hardware has been fabricated.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The em of on-orbit refueling is at hand. Currently the only operational system is the Russian progress module, but many more systems are close at hand. A concept for Superfluid Helium has been flight demonstrated.
Cryogenic propellant systems are ready for a flight demonstration. What is required now is funding to move these concepts from the laboratory benchtop to proven reliable systems for spacecraft. A good deal can be accomplished with modest funds for small-scale demonstrations, but testing in the relevant environment will require launch into space.
